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The magnetocaloric properties of NdPrFe17 melt-spun ribbons composed of nanocrystallites

surrounded by an intergranular amorphous phase have been studied. The nanocomposite shows two

successive second-order magnetic phase transitions (303 and 332 K), thus giving rise to a

remarkable broadening (� 84 K) of the full-width at the half-maximum of the magnetic entropy

change curve, DSM(T), with a consequent enhancement of the refrigerant capacity RC. For a

magnetic field change of 2 T, |DSM
peak|¼ 2.1 J kg�1 K�1 and RC¼ 175 J kg�1. Therefore, the

reversible magnetocaloric response together with the one-step preparation process makes these

nanostructured Fe-rich alloy ribbons particularly attractive for room temperature magnetic

refrigeration. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4879544]

The refrigerant capacity RC is one of the key figures of

merit for characterizing the magnetocaloric (MC) response

of any material, since it quantifies the amount of heat that

might be transferred from the cold to the hot sink through an

ideal refrigeration cycle.1–4 This parameter is usually calcu-

lated from the temperature dependence of the magnetic en-

tropy change DSM(T) curve and basically depends on its

peak or maximum value |DSM
peak| and on the temperature

width of the curve which is usually quantified by its

full-width given. In practice, three different criteria were

used to compute the RC: (a) by finding the product

|DSM
peak|� dTFWHM (hereafter referred to as RC-1),1 where

dTFWHM¼Thot�Tcold, corresponds to the full width at half

maximum of the DSM(T) curve; it is usually assumed that

dTFWHM coincides with the temperature span of the thermo-

dynamic cycle being Thot and Tcold the hot and cold ends,

respectively; (b) by calculating the integral under the

DSM(T) curve between Thot and Tcold (RC-2);3 and (c) by

maximizing the product DSM� dT below the DSM(T) curve

(RC-3).4 Roughly speaking, a large refrigerant capacity basi-

cally depends on having as large |DSM
peak| as possible com-

bined with a reasonably broad DSM(T) curve.

In ferromagnetic materials two different regions can be

observed in the DSM(T) curve, i.e., below and above the

Curie temperature, TC. The maximum of the curve typically

appears at T� TC and its shape has been usually referred as

caret-like type.5 The peak is asymmetric and the region

below TC is usually wider, except in materials with TC in the

very low temperature range (T< 20 K) and/or those exhibit-

ing field-induced changes of the magnetic structure such as

spin-reorientation phenomena. As RC depends on the two

factors mentioned above, it is difficult to enlarge it beyond a

certain limit for a single-phase ferromagnetic material.

However, it has been shown that in some cases the appropri-

ate processing of the material may lead to an enhancement

of the RC through the increase of dTFWHM. Examples of this

are the amorphization6 or nanostructure formation by ball

milling,7–9 and the introduction of atomic disorder by rapid

solidification.10 Then, the alloys produced by those proce-

dures exhibit a broadening of DSM(T) curve due to a more

gradual decrease of the magnetization as a function of tem-

perature M(T) curve across the ferro-to-paramagnetic phase

transition.

A more effective way of fabricating magnetic refriger-

ants with enhanced refrigerant capacity due to a wider work-

ing temperature span is making a two- or a multi-phase MC

composite. Up to now, the main target in this sense has been

to obtain a material with a table-like MC response, which is

the more suitable for the Ericsson-like refrigeration cycle.11

The first studies on this feature were developed by

Hashimoto et al.,12,13 who proposed a three-layered sintered

structure based on RAl2 Laves phases (R¼ rare earth). Other

early works were carried out by Sma€ıli and Chahine;14,15 and

Korte et al.16 In recent years, a renewed interest in the devel-

opment of two-component magnetocaloric refrigerants has

emerged due to the limitations of single-phase magneto-

caloric materials for increasing dTFWHM.17 In particular, the

search for the essential factors influencing the achievement

of a table-like DSM(T) curve around room temperature, as

well as the modeling of such curve, for a two-phase layered

composites has been currently a subject of research

interest.18–21 One of the most studied sort of composites is

that made of two amorphous melt-spun alloy ribbons in a

proper weight fraction having an adequate difference in

their TC values and similar values of |DSM
peak| (i.e.,

two-independent mounted and stuck ribbon pieces). In this

case, the resulting DSM(T) curve coincides approximately
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with the weighted superposition of the curves shown by the

individual constituents.18,19,21 Another type of composite,

which is of particular interest from the technological point of

view, is the one obtained in-situ when the chemical composi-

tion, synthesis parameters, and/or the processing method

combine favorably to form a two-phase or multi-phase mag-

netic system. If the material shows successive magnetic

phase transitions and their TC does not differ by too much,

an expanded DSM(T) curve will be obtained with the conse-

quent RC enhancement with respect to any of the individual

phases. Recently, several in situ composite MC materials

have been reported in rare-earth-based alloy systems such as

GdAlMn,22 FeGdAl,23 ErGa,24 or GdCoAl.25,26 All of them

operate in the low-temperature region (i.e., the magnetic

phase transition is below 200 K).

The binary intermetallic compounds R2Fe17 with

R¼Nd or Pr are collinear ferromagnets with a high satura-

tion magnetization (i.e., 185 and 192 A m2 kg�1 at 5 K,

respectively), and Curie temperature around room tempera-

ture (i.e., 285 6 5 and 335 6 5 K, respectively).27,28 The

interest to consider them as potential candidates for

room-temperature magnetic refrigeration lies in their low

rare-earth content. Until now, the assessment of their MC

properties has been focused on bulk alloys produced by arc

melting followed by a prolonged high-temperature thermal

annealing (several days in the 1273 - 1373 K temperature

range),7–9,29,30 and powdered ball-milled nanocrystalline

alloys.7–9 In nanometer-sized R2Fe17 (R¼Nd or Pr) powders

produced by severe mechanical milling of single-phase bulk

alloys, a moderate decrease in |DSM
peak| together with the

enlargement of both, dTFWHM and RC, has already been

reported.7–9

As far as we know, the MC response of 2:17 melt-spun

compounds with light R elements has not been explored yet.

However, a few years ago, Fang et al. synthesized single-

phase microcrystalline ribbons of the isostructural Y2Fe17

compound at different copper wheel speeds (from 10 to

40 ms�1; average grain hdi ranging from around 1 lm to

250 nm) and studied their MC behavior.31 The samples crys-

tallized into the hexagonal Th2Ni17-type structure; the largest

DSM
peak was found for the ribbons prepared at a wheel speed

of 20 ms�1 (i.e., �1.89 J kg�1 K�1 for a magnetic field

change loDH¼ 1 T).

In this Letter, we report on the microstructure, magnetic

behavior, and magnetocaloric response of pseudo-binary

NdPrFe17 melt-spun ribbons. The resulting MC properties

are compared with those reported for the bulk parent com-

pound Pr2Fe17 to emphasize on the improved refrigerant

capacity and working temperature range of the fabricated

alloy ribbons.

The ribbons, with nominal composition NdPrFe17, were

produced by rapid solidification using a homemade melt

spinning setup at a wheel (copper) linear speed of 20 ms�1

from bulk pellets previously produced by arc melting. As

raw materials, pure metallic elements were used (�99.9%).

Both the arc melted starting alloys and the melt-spun ribbons

were obtained under a highly pure Ar atmosphere.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of finely powdered rib-

bon samples were collected with a Bruker AXS model D8

Advance X-ray powder diffractometer using Cu-Ka radiation

(k¼ 1.5418 Å; 20� � 2h� 100�; step increment 0.01�). The

Rietveld analysis of the diffraction data was carried out with

the FULLPROF suite package.32 Microstructure and elemen-

tal composition were investigated using a Helios FEI Dual

beam Helios Nanolab FIB scanning electron microscope

(SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscopy

(EDS) system. SEM images were taken on the cross-section

of cleaved ribbon samples; the granular microstructure of

many ribbons was analyzed. The images showing the nano-

structure of the samples were collected in a FEI Tecnai
TM

high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM).

For TEM examination a tiny amount of finely grounded

ribbons were put into a vial with ethanol. The vial was soni-

cated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min to form a suspension.

A drop of the upper part of the suspension was applied to a

copper grid that was dried in air.

Magnetic measurements were performed by vibrating

sample magnetometry in a Quantum Design PPMS
VR

EverCool
VR

-9 T platform. The magnetic field loH was applied

along the ribbon axis (i.e., the rolling direction) to minimize

the demagnetizing field effect. The low-field (5 mT) and

high-field (5 T) magnetization as a function of temperature,

M(T), curves were measured between 100 and 400 K. The

magnetic transition temperatures were obtained from the

minimum of the dM/dT(T) curve measured under

loH¼ 5 mT. In order to determine the DSM(T) curve

from numerical integration of the Maxwell relation (i.e.,

DSM T; loHð Þ ¼ lo

Ð loHmax

0

@MðT;loH
0 Þ

@T

h i
loH0

dH
0
), a set of iso-

thermal magnetization curves, M(loH), was measured in the

temperature range of 200–400 K with a DT step of 5 K up to

a maximum applied magnetic field of 2 T. With the aim of

minimizing the error in the calculation of DSM, the magnet-

ization was measured for a large number of selected values

of loH at each temperature. The values of RC-1, RC-2, and

RC-3 were obtained from the criteria stated above.

The EDS analyses (not shown) performed on the ribbon

cross-section and on both surfaces revealed that the starting

chemical composition, namely, NdPrFe17, was well repro-

duced in the as-quenched (aq) samples. Figure 1(a) shows

the experimental powder XRD pattern together with the fit to

the superposition of the XRD structural profiles correspond-

ing to the rhombohedral Th2Zn17-type crystal structure with

space group R�3m and unit cell parameters a¼ 8.553(3) Å

and c¼ 12.543(1) Å [cell volume V¼ 794.7 (1) Å3] and bcc

a-Fe as an impurity phase (the more intense Bragg reflection

of this phase is indicated in the graph by a vertical arrow).

The reliability parameters obtained from the Rietveld refine-

ment of the pattern (Rp¼ 10.2%, Rwp¼ 13.0%, Rexp¼ 8.1%,

v2¼ 2.6%, and RB¼ 6.6%) indicate that the fit is reasonably

good, although the calculated intensity for the peaks below

2h¼ 50� is lower than the one observed. The latter is a direct

consequence of the existence of a disordered intergranular

phase that contributes to the XRD pattern background in this

region (a typical amorphous halo can be perceived within the

35�–50� 2h-range below the intensity peaks belonging to the

major 2:17 crystalline phase). Moreover, we have estimated

the mean crystalline size from the broadening of the intensity

peaks to be about 20 nm. The ribbons produced contain

96(2) wt. % of the 2:17 phase, together with 4(2) wt. % of

212401-2 S�anchez-Vald�es et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 212401 (2014)



a-Fe. This amount of a-Fe is similar to the one determined in

bulk R2Fe17 (R¼Nd, Pr) alloys but well below the one

found in ball-milled nanostructured powders (typically

�8 wt. %).7–9 It is worth noting that the 2:17 crystalline

phase is obtained directly from the rapid solidification process

as a major phase, in contrast with bulk R2Fe17 (R¼Nd, Pr)

alloys that require a long-term heat treatment during several

days at temperatures around 1273 K or higher for a complete

homogenization of the 2:17 crystalline structure.7–9,29,30

Consequently, melt-spinning offers a significant advantage

regarding the processing conditions of these MC alloys.

Figure 1(b) shows the temperature dependencies of the

magnetization M(T) for the aq ribbons measured under low-

and high-static magnetic field values of 5 mT and 5 T. In the

same graph, we plot the corresponding curves for a single-

phase bulk alloy with the same nominal composition. The

NdPrFe17 bulk sample was fabricated by arc melting the

pure metallic elements followed by annealing at 1373 K in a

vacuumed quartz ampoule for 1 week. The phase composi-

tion along with the lattice parameters for the 2:17 structure

determined for this sample from the Rietveld refinement of

the XRD pattern were similar to those determined for

melt-spun ribbons. The sample contained a small amount of

residual a-Fe of �4 wt. %, and the lattice constants obtained

for the 2:17 structure were a¼ 8.557(3) Å and c¼ 12.452(1) Å

(cell volume V¼ 792.5(1) Å3). The dM/dT vs. T curves in

the immediacy of the magnetic transition for both ribbon and

bulk samples are plotted in the top right inset. In contrast

with the bulk alloy, which exhibits a single and sharp mag-

netic phase transition at TC � 304 K, the low-field M(T)

curve for the ribbons shows two successive magnetic transi-

tions (as a result of which, the high-field curve spreads out

over a wider temperature interval in the magnetic transition

region). The primary at TC� 303 K almost coincides with

the magnetic transition measured for the bulk sample, and

therefore, we may ascribe it to the 2:17 crystalline phase.

However, a minor second transition is observed at TC� 332 K.

The low-field M(T) curves for both melt-spun and bulk samples

in the temperature range between 360 and 400 K are shown in

the bottom right inset of Figure 1(b); in agreement with the

presence of a small amount of bcc a-Fe in both samples they

do not reach zero magnetization value.

In order to clarify the origin of this secondary magnetic

phase, which shows a higher TC than the 2:17 crystalline

phase, the ribbons were examined by scanning and transmis-

sion electron microscopy. Figure 2(a) and its inset show typi-

cal low-magnification SEM micrographs of the ribbons

cross-section. From these images, we can estimate that the

ribbon thickness is around 20 lm and also that the ribbon

morphology consists of different shaped entities with

average size of tens of nanometers. Furthermore, the TEMFIG. 1. (a) Experimental (red circles) and calculated (black line) X-ray pow-

der diffraction pattern for as-quenched (aq) NdPrFe17 alloy ribbons (Cu-Ka

radiation). The difference between both patterns is depicted at the bottom of

the figure. The second series of vertical green bars corresponds to the crystal

structure of the impurity a-Fe phase (�4 wt. %); the vertical arrow points to

its more intense Bragg reflection. (b) Temperature dependence of magnet-

ization measured under static magnetic field values of 5 mT and 5 T for

NdPrFe17 ribbons (red circles) and bulk samples (black squares). The verti-

cal arrows point to the magnetic transition of the 2:17 rhombohedral phase

and the secondary amorphous phase. Top inset: dM/dT vs. T curve at 5 mT.

Bottom inset: low-field M(T) curves between 360 K and 400 K.

FIG. 2. (a) Typical SEM micrographs of the ribbons cross-section. (b)–(d)

Transmission electron images of the alloy ribbons collected at different mag-

nifications. In (c), a high resolution TEM image shows the lattice planes of a

2:17 nanograin; the Fourier transform of the square indicated area is shown

in the inset. The spots are indexed according to the structure used for

Rietveld refinement of Fig. 1. High-resolution image shows that nanopar-

ticles are surrounded by a disordered (amorphous) intergranular phase; the

corresponding Fourier transform of the square is shown in the inset of the

image.
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micrograph in Figure 2(b) indicates that these “nano-

entities” are composed of smaller agglomerated nanocrystals

with an average grain size that varies between 7 and 15 nm.

In addition, note that those nanocrystals are surrounded by

light-gray intergranular phase. The HRTEM images illus-

trated in Figures 2(c) and 2(d) give a more detailed view of

the morphology at the nanometer length scale. As Figure

2(c) shows, the dark granular regions observed in Figure

2(b) are individual nanocrystalline grains for which well-

defined lattice planes can be observed. The selected areas

Fourier transform patterns for both regions (shown in the

insets) further confirm the amorphous nature of the intergra-

nular region as well as the crystallinity of the nanograins.

The Fourier transform shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c) identi-

fies a NdPrFe17 crystal in [010] orientation. In contrast,

Figure 2(d) puts in evidence the atomic disorder of the inter-

granular phase. Hence, a two-phase magnetic nanocomposite

system is formed in the ribbons due to the fast solidification

procedure and consists of NdPrFe17 nanocrystals surrounded

by a thin intergranular amorphous phase, as it was previously

presumed from the XRD pattern analysis.

The minimum in the dM/dT(T) curve [see inset of

Fig. 1(b)] coincides with the TC of the 2:17 phase of the bulk

NdPrFe17 samples fabricated (i.e., the average value of TC

remains unchanged), but the magnetic transition is consider-

ably broader, in a similar way to that already observed in

nanostructured R2Fe17 (R¼Nd, Pr) powders.7–9 This broad-

ening of the primary magnetic transition, which corresponds

to the 2:17, is attributed to the large number of grain bounda-

ries due to nanostructuring as in the case of nanostructured

ball-milled powders. The local environments of Fe atoms

slightly change at the grain boundaries, thus modifying the

Fe-Fe magnetic interactions and giving rise to a distribution

of Curie temperature values. In a recent report, we correlated

the DSM(T) curve broadening with the TC distribution in

nanostructured R2Fe17 (R¼Nd, Pr) powders.33 As in 2:17

compounds, the Curie temperature is mainly determined by

Fe-Fe interatomic distances, the similar TC value found

for the 2:17 phase in both samples is consistent with

the small unit cell volume change between both samples

(DV/V� 0.3%).

Figure 3(a) compares the DSM(T) curves obtained under

magnetic field changes of 1.5 and 2 T for the NdPrFe17 rib-

bons with those reported for bulk polycrystalline Pr2Fe17

alloy,8 while the normalized DSM(T)/DSM
peak versus T/TC

curves at 1.5 T for both samples are depicted in the inset.

The magnetocaloric properties of both materials are outlined

in Table I. Note that NdPrFe17 ribbons exhibit a lower

DSM
peak (that is located at the TC of the 2:17 phase) along

with a substantially broader DSM(T) curve. The normalized

DSM(T)/DSM
peak versus T/TC curves reveal that the broaden-

ing results from the enlargement of the curve at both regions

below and above the TC of the crystalline phase, as a conse-

quence of the distribution of TC values in the intergranular

amorphous phase [see inset in Fig. 1(b)].

Figure 3(b) shows the dependence of the refrigerant

capacities RC-1, RC-2, and RC-3 and the temperatures Tcold

and Thot (inset) upon the magnetic field change for the com-

posite ribbons. Note that despite ribbon samples exhibit a

lower DSM
peak, for a magnetic field change of 2 T (which is

the reference value for a practical refrigeration system) they

exhibit a sizeable refrigerant capacity in the room tempera-

ture range that is over the one found in bulk Pr2Fe17 alloys

(i.e., an increase in RC-1 and RC-2 of �17% and �12%,

respectively, is found); this is due to the enlargement (a 78%

higher) of the working temperature range that embraces the

FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy change

DSM(T) under magnetic field changes of 1.5 and 2 T for as-quenched

NdPrFe17 alloy ribbons. For the sake of comparison, the curves correspond-

ing to a polycrystalline Pr2Fe17 bulk alloy are also plotted.8 Inset: normal-

ized temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy change as a function

of T/TC for NdPrFe17 alloy ribbons and bulk Pr2Fe17 alloy. The horizontal

arrows indicate the full-width at half-maximum of the curves. (b) Field de-

pendence of the refrigerant capacities RC-1, RC-2, and RC-3 for NdPrFe17

ribbons. Inset: field dependence of the temperatures Thot and Tcold that define

the dTFWHM. (c) Initial and demagnetization curves measured at 278 K up to

loH¼ 2 T. Inset: low-field region of the hysteresis loop.

212401-4 S�anchez-Vald�es et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 212401 (2014)



room temperature interval. The latter results from the two

successive second-order transition effect and causes the RC
enlargement. It must be also noted that dTFWHM is superior

to other magnetic refrigerants in the room-temperature range

including the benchmark MC material Gd (dTFWHM for Gd is

typically �40–45 K).1,2,34 Finally, it must the emphasized

that the reversible character of the magnetocaloric effect was

confirmed by measuring the hysteresis loop of ribbon sam-

ples at Tcold (i.e., 278 K). The initial and demagnetization

M(loH) curves from the first- to third-quadrant are shown in

Fig. 3(c); the inset zooms into the low-field region of the

hysteresis loop. The sample shows an intrinsic coercivity

loHC of 3 mT, a remanence-to-saturation ratio of 0.2 and a

negligible hysteresis loss at this temperature (0.007 J kg�1;

given by the area enclosed between the virgin and demagnet-

ization curve in the first quadrant). Hence, within the operat-

ing temperature range dTFWHM, no significant hysteresis

losses were measured in agreement with the second-order

character of the phase transitions. As a result, the present

findings on these two-phase nanostructured/amorphous

NdPrFe17 melt-spun ribbons yield to a reinforcement of the

refrigerant capacity of the system when Curie temperatures

of both phases are close to each other.

In summary, a two-phase composite has been synthesized

by melt-spinning procedure in NdPrFe17 alloys with ribbon

geometry. The ribbons exhibit two successive second-order

magnetic phase transitions corresponding to the rhombohedral

Th2Zn17-type nanocrystals and a minor amorphous intergra-

nular phase. The dual-magnetic phase character of the system

gives rise to a reversible broad magnetic entropy change

curve with larger working temperature range and refrigerant

capacity around room temperature than that of Pr2Fe17 bulk

crystalline counterpart. The use of the melt-spinning tech-

nique optimizes the fabrication process avoiding the needed

prolonged thermal annealing at high temperatures to produce

the 2:17 single-phase crystalline bulk alloys.
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